1. INTRODUCTION {#sec1}
===============

1.1. Perspectives and Requirements of Functionalized Nano-particles {#sec1.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

It was Paul Ehrlich in the beginning of the 20^th^ century, who envisioned the creation of "magic bullets", active agents that would seek out and destroy their target (disease-causing cells), avoiding healthy cells and having no harmful effects on the organism \[[@r1]\]. The evolution of this idea has led us to the field of nanomedicine, which is aiming for targeted drug delivery systems based on functional nanoparticles (NPs) and thus attempting to realize Paul Ehrlich´s concept \[[@r2]\]. NPs are in the size range of bio-molecules (1-100 nm) that are encountered at the cellular level. They are orders of magnitude smaller than biological cells, which are mostly between 5-15 μm in size. Accordingly, nanodevices (nanocarriers/nanosensors) consisting of NPs are supposed to travel into cells to deliver drugs or to probe bio-molecules such as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), lipids, proteins and receptors inside or outside of the cell \[[@r3]-[@r9]\].

This field has gained pace in the recent years, because of new developments and the joint ventures in the fields of nanotechnology, colloidal and polymer science and biomedicine, including pharmacology and immunology \[[@r10], [@r11]\]. Additionally, the advances in optical imaging \[[@r12], [@r13]\] and sensing techniques \[[@r14], [@r15]\] have accelerated this progress \[[@r16]\]. These developments have opened up new perspectives to create such magic bullets with the promise to heal incurable diseases and detect illnesses at an early stage, thus leading to the field of theranostics (therapy and diagnostics) \[[@r17], [@r18]\].

In the design of such nanodevices, their architecture can be divided into two main parts: the core and the coating. The core provides the size, shape, porosity and eventually the addressability/traceability *via* physical methods. \[[@r19]\]. The coating defines the physicochemical properties of the NPs, determining the interaction of NPs with the environment and thus the overall behavior during their application. The essential physicochemical properties are suitable surface wettability (*i.e.* hydrophilicity) and colloidal stability (at different pH values, in the presence of salt and proteins) \[[@r20]-[@r22]\]. Furthermore, the coating can generate, enhance and tailor smart properties like responsiveness \[[@r23]\] (pH, \[[@r24]-[@r27]\] temperature, \[[@r28]-[@r30]\] light \[[@r31], [@r32]\]) and opportunities for further functionalization, *e.g.* markers, \[[@r33], [@r34]\] targeting agents \[[@r35], [@r36]\] and drugs \[[@r37], [@r38]\]. There are plenty of concepts for smart nanodevices to be applied in the field of nanomedicine and many of them can be or have been realized as a proof of concept (Table **1**) \[[@r39], [@r40]\]. However, a variety of fundamental problems still prevent the effective therapeutic application of NPs and cause clinical trial failures.

Some of the main problems are related to the complexity of the application field, *i.e.* the alteration of the physicochemical properties in biological fluids (NP aggregation, protein corona formation *etc.*), non-specific clearance by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) (lack of stealth behavior =, *i.e.* non-immunogenicity) and NP-biointerface interactions (internalization pathways, biological barriers, *etc.*). The prediction of the NPs' behavior in biological systems has failed until now; mainly because of the variability of NPs inside of a biological system. This is the result of the protein corona formation on the NPs, which can be highly undefined and variable (Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). This process has a huge influence on the interactions of the NPs with the biological systems \[[@r41], [@r42]\]. Research on this will surely provide new insights in the coming years.

Other fundamental problems arise from the choice of the NPs' building materials, such as a) biocompatibility (material toxicity, dose-response behavior) and b) colloidal stability of the NPs throughout the application pathway (from *in vitro* to *in vivo*). For any serious biomedical application, the uttermost prerequisite is the biocompatibility of both, the core and the coating material. Predicting long term toxicities and side effects of such nanosystems is difficult at this early stage of research. However, by using a biocompatible core and coating materials, a direct toxicity can be excluded from these materials. Of course, coating NPs, *e.g.* with proteins, can also induce changes in the coating material itself by adsorption processes, *e.g.* in the conformation, enabling a recognition by the immune system. In general, the acute toxicity can be attributed to the coating material as it gets in contact with any biological interface first \[[@r43]-[@r46]\].

Ultimately, it is the coating material which not only has to provide an immediate biocompatibility, but also colloidal stability during the entire course of the application. Thanks to the advances in organic and polymer chemistry, a plethora of tailor-made coating materials and coating techniques for NPs are available. However, the most fundamental requirement for these coatings is to provide high colloidal stability throughout the whole pathway, *i.e.* from the NPs' production to their application. In the biomedical applications, the colloidal stability of the NPs has to be particularly ensured during all application steps and relevant times and conditions. This implies that the NPs have to remain colloidally stable not only in salt and protein containing media, such as buffer solutions or cell culture media, but also during their incubation with biological cells (*in vitro* tests) or their injection in the blood stream of the animal models (*in vivo* tests). In this context, colloidal stability of the NPs is required for suitable handling and long-term storage times as well as for long cell incubation and blood circulation times. For the *in vivo* tests, the colloidal stability of the NPs and consequently their nanoscale size are also paramount for their elimination/excretion out of the organism. Hence, to reach and to pass clinical tests with NPs, the right choice of the **coating matters**, because this ultimately enables NPs to fulfill their task in the complex environment of biological fluids, cells and organisms.

Organic coatings for NPs can be classified according to various categories, *e.g.* the size of a single unit of the coating material, which is defined by the molecular weight (MW). This can vary from monomeric type (small molecules, MW \< 1000 g/mol) to polymeric type (MW \> 1000 g/mol) coatings. The widely used

monomeric coatings are usually comprised of either multivalently charged small molecules (*e.g.* succinic acid, citric acid), or of amphiphilic surfactant molecules consisting of a polar head group (*e.g.*, thiolates, dithiolates, amines, ammoniums, carboxylates, cya-nides, isothiocyanates, phosphines) and a hydrocarbon chain. The former stabilize NPs electrostatically whereas the latter can self-assemble into monolayers (SAMs) \[[@r47]-[@r49]\] or bilayers \[[@r50]\] to allow the stable dispersion of particles in both organic and aqueous media, respectively. Besides the stabilization of the NPs in the synthesis media, such amphiphilic coatings (cetrimonium bromide (CTAB), \[[@r51], [@r52]\] benzyl dimethyl ammonium chloride (BDAC), \[[@r53]\] oleate \[[@r54]\] *etc.*) also provide a precise control of particle growth with regard to their size (4-200nm) and morphology (spheres, rods, triangles, *etc.*). They are therefore inevitable for the NPs' synthesis. However, various problems arise from these small ligands, rendering these coatings unsuitable for medical application. For example, these molecules bind weakly to the NPs' surface and can therefore easily be displaced or replaced by other molecules, which can induce the NPs' aggregation. In particular, an uncontrolled and unspecific adsorption of large biomolecules such as proteins cannot be prevented by these molecules, which leads to ambiguous results \[[@r55]\]. Furthermore, in biological media with physiological salt concentration, the stabilizing surface charges are screened by the increasing ionic strength. This leads to their destabilization and aggregation. Additionally, the amphiphilic surfactant coatings are cytotoxic, \[[@r56], [@r57]\] due to their strong interactions with cell membranes and biomolecules such as proteins. In conclusion, these coatings are highly unsuitable in biomedical applications and have to be exchanged for suitable coatings, preferentially polymeric coatings that provide the required properties, in particular enhanced colloidal stability in complex biological media \[[@r58]\].

Indeed, the polymer coatings lead to a higher colloidal stability compared to that of small molecules \[[@r59], [@r60]\]. It comprises steric and electrostatic stabilization, depending on whether the polymers are uncharged or charged, respectively \[[@r61]\]. The steric repulsion between two polymer-coated particles occurs when the NPs come closer and the outermost layers of their polymer coatings begin to interpenetrate, which results in increased osmotic pressure between the NPs and reduced conformational entropy of the polymer chains (*i.e.* increased Gibbs energy of the system), making the NPs repel each other. \[[@r62]-[@r64]\]. In the case of charged polymers, *i.e.* polyelectrolytes, the stabilization of the NPs arises from both steric and electrostatic interactions. This is referred to as electrosteric stabilization \[[@r62], [@r65]\].

The quality of the (electro-)steric stabilization also strongly depends on the type of polymer grafting and the architecture of the polymer coating on the NPs' surface. Polymers can either be adsorbed *via* physisorption (van der Waals and electrostatic interactions) or they can be covalently bonded/grafted onto the NPs' surface, with one or multiple surface binding/anchoring groups. By tethering polymer chains to the particle with one end and by leaving the polymer dangling in the solution, strong steric stabilization can be achieved. At very low grafting densities, polymers attach to the NPs in a relatively flat orientation (pancake regime) \[[@r66]\]. With increasing grafting density, the polymer chains start crowding on the surface, which leads to conformational changes in the polymer layer. Thus, the polymers change from the pancake regime over the mushroom regime to brush regime with fully stretched polymer chains poking out from the surface \[[@r67]-[@r69]\]. In general, high grafting densities lead to strong steric stabilization, and thus to higher colloidal stability of the NPs. Furthermore, polymer brushes also reveal excellent protein-repellent (non-fouling) properties \[[@r70]-[@r72]\]. Another way of providing a high steric stabilization to colloids is to coat them with a relatively thick layer of a crosslinked polymer gel. The most prominent example for such gel networks are hydrogels, which consist of hydrophilic, crosslinked polymer networks swollen with water. The high degree of hydration of the hydrogel coatings (\>95%) does not only lead to high colloidal stability of NPs, but also to low protein adsorption (stealth behavior) on the NPs' surface \[[@r70], [@r73]\]. They are thus very attractive for biomedical applications \[[@r74], [@r75]\]. Furthermore, the porous structure of the gel coating can be used to trap drug molecules for drug delivery applications \[[@r76]\].

Taking advantage of controlled polymerization techniques, in particular of atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), \[[@r77]\] ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) \[[@r78], [@r79]\], nitroxide-mediated living radical polymerization (NMP) \[[@r80]\] and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization \[[@r81], [@r82]\], polymer coatings with tunable architecture can be achieved by simply adding the suitable functionalized monomers to the polymerization mixture. This can lead to cross-linked polymer gel coatings or multiplex functionalization, for instance conjugation with various fluorophores and biological markers. There are excellent reviews and books/book chapters on coating colloids with polymer brushes and polymer gels, which the reader can consult \[[@r69], [@r74]-[@r76]\].

While the synthetic polymers can be precisely designed and their properties can be adjusted according to the demand, biopolymers have highly defined structures and functions, but with huge variety and complexity. Although highly complex, the main advantage of a biopolymer is the intrinsic biocompatibility and bio-degradability. Similar to synthetic polymers, biopolymers can feature various physicochemical properties such as polar/nonpolar, charged/uncharged, positive/negative charges, and even stimuli-responsive behavior. As a surplus, biopolymers can feature more sophisticated properties and functions, catalytic activity, recognition, specific binding and structure formation. Here, synthetic polymers cannot compete with them (yet) \[[@r83]\]. In terms of providing colloidal stability to NPs in physiological media, biopolymers are *per se* highly ideal candidates, since these polymers are intrinsically stable in biological fluids and can exhibit protein-repellent \[[@r84]-[@r86]\] behavior naturally.

The great advantage of synthetic coatings is their tailor-made design of their molecular structure, which leads to a precise tuning of the physico-chemical properties, *e.g.* responsiveness. Still, their application in biomedicines is not yet as advanced as might have been expected. One of the main reasons for the missing breakthrough is the high complexity and variability of the biological systems. Another one is the lack of real-time monitoring techniques inside the biological entities and organisms.

To understand the role of proteins for the behavior of the NPs in biological fluids and living systems, is one of the major current challenges. It is one of the major current challenges to understand the role of proteins for the behavior of NPs in biological fluids and living systems. In biological systems, the NPs have to face more extreme environmental conditions, *i.e.* high ionic strength, alternating pH and the presence of proteins and other biomolecules, compared to conditions under which they are synthesized or stored. For example, in the presence of salts or under extreme pH conditions, NPs that are stabilized by charge may lose their colloidal stability as a result of charge-screening effects \[[@r87]\]. The presence of proteins leads to their unspecific adsorption onto the NPs, forming an undefined protein corona, which results in complex and highly variable effects on the NPs' stability. The adsorption of proteins can cause an aggregation of NPs on the one hand, but can lead to their stabilization on the other hand, depending on the protein, its concentration and the environmental conditions \[[@r59], [@r88]\]. It has also been shown that proteins can induce incomplete agglomeration of NPs, leading to stable NPs' clusters or agglomerates of finite sizes \[[@r89]\]. Furthermore, it is known that the extracellular protein corona around NPs evolves with time, \[[@r90]\] and that proteins associated with internalized particles are degraded intracellularly, influencing the NPs' properties and interactions inside biological systems \[[@r91]\]. For this reason, coating materials that provide high colloidal stability to the NPs, repel proteins and confer stealth behavior to NPs are highly sought. \[[@r70]-[@r72], [@r92]-[@r95]\].

Hence, the leading criterion for this review's structure is the synthetic origin of the coating material. In the first part, synthetic polymer coatings are reviewed. The second part deals with different types of biopolymers, which are usually applied as coating materials for colloids. The focus here lies on biocompatible organic coating materials that are widely used in biomedical applications. The most prominent examples and candidates are discussed and their performance is evaluated with regard to the colloidal stability in biological fluids, cells and organisms.

2. SYNTHETIC COATINGS {#sec2}
=====================

2.1. PEG {#sec2.1}
--------

Polyethylene glycol (PEG), also known as polyethylene oxide (PEO), is by far the most widely used polymer for coating colloidal particles in order to apply them in the field of bio-nanomedicine. PEG is polymerized *via* anionic ring opening polymerization, which allows precise control of the molecular weight \[[@r123]\]. Due to its hydrophilic polyether backbone, it holds a strong and stable hydration layer through hydrogen bonding to water molecules. Depending on its architecture, \[[@r124], [@r125]\] this hydration layer in combination with PEG\'s flexible chains can resist protein adsorption to the underlying surfaces \[[@r126]\]. Therefore, it has been seen as a biologically inert material with no immunogenicity and antigenicity in early studies \[[@r127], [@r128]\]. The first publication to use PEG in order to alter the protein immunogenicity tested PEGylated bovine serum albumin (BSA) in rabbits. Neither anti-BSA nor anti-PEG antibodies could be found \[[@r127]\]. PEG has also been categorized as a classical "non-fouling" material that resists non-specific protein adsorption \[[@r129]\]. For this reason it is used to coat various surfaces ranging from biomedical devices to colloidal particles as drug delivery systems. Furthermore, PEG is a polymer approved by the FDA (U.S Food and Drug Administration). Thus, PEG-coated NPs are believed to pass clinical tests easily. As a consequence, a variety of PEG-coated NPs is commercially available and therapeutically used. (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**).

Protein-based drugs are frequently applied medically \[[@r130]\]. Although they are biopharmaceuticals, they usually face great challenges, *e.g.* instability, inadequate circulation half-life and immunogenicity. The

most successful strategy to overcome these shortcomings is the conjugation of the protein drugs to PEG (PEGylated proteins) \[[@r130], [@r131]\]. Hence, most of the commercial protein drugs are available as PEG-conjugates (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**).

Encouraged by the great success of PEGylation, most of the NP systems that are relevant for biomedical applications are usually coated with PEG. When applied to semi-conductor NPs (quantum dots (QDs)), the PEG coating serves to suppress their cytotoxicity and to enhance the solubility in water, PBS (phosphate buffered saline) buffer and BSA solution \[[@r132]-[@r134]\]. PEGylated QDs are of particularly high interest in tumor imaging due to their fluorescence properties \[[@r133]\]. However, even if PEGylation can provide an immediate biocom-patibility to the semiconductor NPs, the long term toxicity of such NPs always has to be taken into account, prior to their application.

Widely applied NP systems for the biomedical applications are the superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs, (SPIONs), which can serve as contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Xie *et al.* synthesized 9 nm Fe~3~O~4~ NPs in organic solvents and coated them subsequently with PEG. The PEG-coated Fe~3~O~4~ NPs were stable in aqueous media in physiological environment, *e.g.* in PBS + FBS (fetal bovine serum) \[[@r135]\]. Tromsdorf *et al.* synthesized smaller iron oxide NPs (4 nm core size) and coated them with PEG. They discovered that the PEG coating could not completely avoid the adsorption of serum proteins. The magnetic properties were comparable to the clinically used Resovist^®^ NPs, which bear a carboxydextrane coating. Compared to these, PEGylated NPs show lower cytotoxicity and lower levels of unspecific uptake into cells of the RES \[[@r136]\].

PEGylation is also widely performed on silica NPs, in order to generate a nano-platform -- usually in combination with other functional materials like dyes or magnetic NPs for tumor imaging, labeling, and therapeutic applications \[[@r137]\]. He *et al.* prepared mesoporous silica NPs which were PEGylated by covalently grafting PEG--silanes with different molecular weights (4, 6, 10, 20kDa) and chain densities (0.05 wt%--3.75 wt%). Both show not only an influence on the has (human serum albumin) adsorption but also on phagocytosis and hemolysis: The lowest HSA adsorption, phagocytosis and hemolysis was found for PEG coatings with 10kDA and with 0.75 wt% chain density. The lowest amount of HSA adsorption was 2.5% of a 0.2 mg/mL solution. On the one hand the adsorbed amount is very low, on the other hand this proves once more that PEG is not really anti-fouling \[[@r138]\]. It is not only the PEG length and grafting density that can have an impact on the hemolytic activity of the PEG-NPs. Lin *et al.* show that nonporous and porous silica PEG-NPs exhibit dose- and size-dependent hemolytic activity on red blood cells \[[@r139]\].

Metal NPs, such as Au NPs, are also promising candidates for biomedical applications, particularly for targeted drug delivery, and as carriers for contrast agents or radiotherapy enhancers \[[@r141]\]. Wang *et al.* synthesized PEGylated Au NPs and tested them in biological media. They show that Au\@PEG NPs are stable in BSA, HBSS (Hank\'s Balanced Salt Solution) but not in DMEM (Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium) + 10% serum and 3 M NaCl.(Fig. **[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) \[[@r140]\]. Combining these results with the findings of He *et al.* \[[@r138]\] shows that the adsorption of albumins does not lower the colloidal stability. In contrast to this, the interaction of NPs with serum leads to their destabilization, which might be due to the adsorption of serum proteins on the NPs' surface. This serves as a good example for the role of proteins in nano-bio interactions, as they can enhance \[[@r88], [@r89], [@r142]-[@r146]\] or decrease the colloidal stability by adsorption onto the NPs \[[@r138], [@r140]\]. When using PEG as coating, albumins do not change the colloidal stability drastically, which might be due to a low adsorption onto the NPs. Serum consists of a large variety of proteins. Some of them interact strongly with PEG (adsorption), resulting in a destabilization of the NPs. A detailed study on protein adsorption onto PEG-NPs by Schöttler *et al.* will be discussed at the end of this chapter \[[@r147]\].

Anisotropic gold NPs, such as gold nanorods (Au NRs) are promising NP systems for *in vivo* imaging when using near-infrared light scattering \[[@r148]\]. They can also be used in photothermal therapy, for which near infrared laser light is applied \[[@r149]\]. The synthesis of Au rods requires toxic auxiliaries like CTAB \[[@r51], [@r52]\] to direct the crystal growth and can therefore not be used in biomedical applications directly. A PEGylation can in this case reduce the toxicity \[[@r150]-[@r152]\] The anisotropic gold NPs are, moreover, as stable in media as spherical ones \[[@r152], [@r153]\].

So far, it has been shown that PEGylation successfully leads to NPs which are sufficiently stable in biological media. However, recent studies have disclosed that PEG also bears various drawbacks, *e.g.* immunogenicity and long-term stability -- as discussed in the following:

Animal studies have shown that anti-PEG antibodies can be found in the body after immunization with PEGylated proteins. Whether this was clinically relevant, remained unclear at the time of the study \[[@r154], [@r155]\]. This generation of anti-PEG antibodies might have been one reason for inflammatory effects of gold NPs observed in mouse liver \[[@r156]\]. In contrast to this, Pissuwan *et al.* studied inflammatory effects of Au NRs by measuring the secretion of cytokines. Beside good stability in cell culture media, the PEGylated Au NRs showed low toxicity and no significant secretion of the monitored cytokines IL-6 and TNF- α \[[@r150]\].

It is likely that the biological effects are caused by protein adsorption onto PEG. Therefore, a detailed study of this seems necessary. Parak *et al.* investigated the effect of PEGylation on the adsorption of proteins onto polymer-coated NPs and their uptake by cultured cells \[[@r126]\]. They demonstrated that the PEG coatings did not completely prevent protein adsorption, but the PEGylated NPs still displayed a pronounced reduction of cellular uptake with respect to bare NPs. Very recently, Schöttler *et al.* investigated the protein adsorption of serum proteins on polystyrene NPs coated with PEG and poly(phosphoester) (Fig. **[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Compared to non-modified nanocarriers, the particles showed a reduction and modification of protein adsorption after incubation with human plasma. Schöttler *et al.* identified clusterin as the major protein in the corona of both polymer-modified NPs. Furthermore, pre-loading of the PEGylated nanocarriers with clusterin reduced macrophage uptake (thus: "don't eat me proteins"). These results indicate that the stealth effect is not only a polymeric effect, but also involves a secondary effect that depends on the characteristics of the protein corona. However, the chemical structure of the "stealth polymer" can trigger the amount and type of the adsorbed plasma protein and thus the biological fate of the NPs \[[@r147]\].

Unwanted side effects \[[@r157]\] as severe hyper sensitivity \[[@r158]\] or anaphylactic reactions \[[@r159]\] and non long-term biocompatibility of PEG coatings are still problematic. Furthermore, PEG rapidly auto oxidizes ex vivo (particularly in the presence of oxygen and transition metal ions) \[[@r160]-[@r162]\] and the termal hydroxyl group of PEG can also be oxidized enzymatically to aldehydes and acids in vivo, allowing proteins and cells to attach \[[@r163],[@r164]\].

Nevertheless, PEG possesses all necessary properties for biomedical applications, *i.e.* water solubility, immediate biocompatibility and high colloidal stability \[[@r165], [@r166]\]. Unfortunately, PEGylation withdraws the option for further functionalization and is not responsive to external stimuli. Furthermore, end-functionalized PEG polymers (*e.g.* terminal thiol, amine, silane functionalities) which can be grafted onto NPs and other surfaces are highly expensive. For these reasons, polymer research is now increasingly focusing on PEG-analogues, which exhibit sophisticated and smart properties, *i.e.* stimuli-responsiveness, tunable molecular and physico-chemical properties and facile synthesis with different architectures.

2.2. PEG Analogues {#sec2.2}
------------------

One prominent class of PEG-analogue polymers are poly(oligo ethylene glycol (meth)acrylate)s (POEG(M)A)s, which consist of a poly(meth)acrylate backbone with oligo ethylene glycol side chains. They exhibit thermoresponsive behavior, with a lower critical solution temperature (LCST). Such polymers that undergo an LCST transition are soluble in water at low temperatures and phase separate when increasing the temperature above the LCST \[[@r167]\]. The LCST and thus the thermoresponsive behavior of POEGMA can be tailored exactly around the body temperature, *i.e.* 37-38°C by the variation of the number of ethylene glycol repeat units and/or by the systematic variation of the oligo ethylene glycol chain-ends \[[@r168], [@r169]\]. Furthermore, POEGMA polymers do not show a significant hysteresis between the heating and cooling cycles as is the case for poly(N --isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM). In contrast to PEG, the synthesis of POEGMA polymers is quite facile, since any simple radical polymerization technique can be applied. By using controlled radical polymerization techniques, such as ATRP or RAFT polymerization, POEGMA polymers of defined molecular weights and terminal-functionalities can be synthesized in solution \[[@r68], [@r170], [@r171]\] (free chains) or even directly from the NPs' surface (end-grafted *via* surface-initiated polymerization) \[[@r145]\]. The straightforward synthesis, the high tunability of the chemical and physical properties, *e.g.* the thermoresponsiveness, and the commercial availability of the OEGMA are all reasons for the popularity of POEGMA, which can nowadays strongly compete with PEG and PNIPAM \[[@r172], [@r173]\]. Nonetheless, POEGMA is not yet used as frequently as PEG.

Tests on POEGMA-coated NPs show that they become highly surface active in the presence of salt and/or at elevated temperatures and can even cross the oil-water interface bi-directionally by changing the temperature \[[@r170], [@r171]\]. Furthermore, POEGMA coated NPs withstand high ionic strength and different pH values \[[@r28]\]. As the different salts can also have an influence, it is convenient to test the stability in biological growth media. Tedja *et al.* for example coated TiO~2~ NPs with POEGMA and characterized them by dynamic light scattering (DLS) in distilled water, DMEM, keratinocyte serum-free medium (KSFM) and cell culture media RPMI1640 with 10% FBS and 1% L-glutamine. The NPs remained stable in all media \[[@r174]\]. In contrast to this, Basuki *et al.* showed that POEGA-SPIONS are not stable in FBS \[[@r175]\]. Shen *et al.* used RAFT aqueous dispersion polymerization to prepare core-shell nanogels mainly composed of PEGMA or PEG. Both, PEG- and PEGMA nanogels, are stable in 1.5 M NaCl solution for more than three months and in BSA solution for one week. In FBS, PEGMA-nanogels are stable for four days while PEG-nanogels are stable only for two days \[[@r176]\]. Boyer *et al.* coated gold NPs with different POEGMA/ (2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl methacrylate) (MEO~2~MA) di-block copolymers displaying a broad range of LCST values (from 15 to 90°C). These NPs do not only show tunable thermosensitive behavior but also protein resistant surfaces

against BSA \[[@r177]\]. In 2009, Chanana *et al.* showed that MEO~2~MA-co-OEGMA copolymer coated iron oxide NPs with varied ratios of MEO~2~MA to OEGMA stay stable in buffer and physiological solution. Furthermore, the NPs can agglomerate reversibly in response to the environmental temperature change, even inside biological cells such as red blood cells (Fig. **[4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**) \[[@r68]\]. A POEGMA- poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) coating was used for magnetite NPs with different diameter (10-25 nm). These NPs exhibited a long-term colloidal stability in either pure deionized water or physiological buffer. The smallest NPs were investigated in rats by MRI. They did not accumulate in the liver, which hints at a long circulation in the bloodstream \[[@r178]\]. Abulateefeh *et al.* used NPs coated with poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid) (PLGA)-block-(poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (PEGMEMA)-*co*-poly(propylene glycol)methacrylate(PPGMA)) and showed a reduced cytotoxicity of encapsulated paclitaxel and its temperature controlled delivery (Fig. **[4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). This might be of importance for therapy of inflammation or tumors because hyperthermic tissues are characteristic for these diseases \[[@r179]\].

Since the PEG analogues contain similar chemical entities as PEG, all advantages apply (*e.g.* sufficient colloidal stability in biological media, low protein adsorption) and the same is likely for all the disadvantages (*e.g.* non-immunogenicity). A further potential limitation for biomedical applications of the PEG analogues could be the non-degradability of the carbon-carbon backbone of such polymers \[[@r181], [@r182]\]. Hence, polymer science and nanoscience as well as nanomedical research all concentrate on finding new and more sophisticated coating materials.

2.3. PNIPAM {#sec2.3}
-----------

Another widely used uncharged polymer in the fields of biomedicine and biotechnology is poly(N --isopropylacrylamide) - PNIPAM. PNIPAM is not only popular because its LCST lies between body and room temperature (LCST \~32°), making it very interesting for biomedical applications, but also because of its robust phase behavior. This means that the LCST of PNIPAM does not shift with variations in chain length and pH \[[@r167]\]. Simple polymerization of NIPAM can be achieved by free radical polymerization. In recent years, controlled radical polymerization has been developed leading to defined polymers. The most common techniques are RAFT \[[@r183]\], ATRP \[[@r184]\] and anionic polymerization \[[@r169]\].

Various types of NPs have been coated with PNIPAM in the form of micro/nanogels \[[@r185]-[@r194]\] or core-shell particles. \[[@r193], [@r195]-[@r197]\]. In general, PNIPAM hydrogel coated NPs exhibit a good colloidal stability in various salt containing buffers. It has for example been shown that the PNIPAM coated NPs were stable in pH 4 in bicarbonate buffer \[[@r186]\] and in 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.4), independent of the architecture of the polymer coating, *i.e.* hydrogel or brush type coated particles \[[@r190]\]. Zyuzin *et al.* used spherical Au NPs and coated them with different polyelectrolytes and PNIPAM. In comparison to poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and polystyrene sulfonate (PSS), PNIPAM coated NPs stayed stable in protein-free PBS buffer, in PBS buffer with BSA and in Eagle\'s minimum essential medium (EMEM). They monitored the hydrodynamic radius over a cooling and heating cycle for 2h, without any aggregation for the PNIPAM coated particles, whereas aggregation was observed for PAH and PSS coated NPs in PBS. \[[@r198]\]. In the category of core-shell NPs, Au NRs coated with PNIPAM have been applied in *in vivo* studies. For example, Zhang *et al.* used Au\@SiO~2~ NRs with a thermoresponsive PNIPAM shell for controlled drug release inside the tissue, upon heating the NPs with a near-infrared (NIR) laser. The NPs showed minimal cytotoxicity and high biocompatibility in cell experiments and a prolonged blood circulation time \[[@r199]\]. In terms of protein corona formation on PNIPAM-coated NPs, Shamim *et al.* showed that the adsorption of BSA onto PNIPAM coated iron oxide particles depends on temperature, pH, and ionic strength. More protein was adsorbed at higher temperatures and less below the LCST. This can be explained by the hydrophobicity of the NPs above the LCST of PNIPAM. The adsorption of BSA was highest at the isoelectric point (pI) of the protein, because the hydrophobic contribution of the proteins is at a maximum here. Raising the ionic strength leads to a lower amount of adsorbed properties, which is due to the salting in effect of BSA \[[@r200]\].

To conclude, PNIPAM seems to be a smart choice for NP coating, as it ensures the particles' stability in biological media \[[@r198]\] and adds a thermoresponsive behavior to the NPs, similar to POEGMA systems. One potential limitation for biomedical applications could be the non-degradability of the carbon-carbon backbone \[[@r181], [@r182]\].

2.4. PVP {#sec2.4}
--------

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) is well known in medical applications *e.g.* as Povidone-iodine for antiseptics. Usually, it is radically polymerized from vinylpyrrolindone \[[@r201], [@r202]\]. A controlled radical polymerization of PVP has been reported by several groups using ATRP, \[[@r203]\]. RAFT, \[[@r204]-[@r206]\] and organometal-mediated living radical polymerization \[[@r207], [@r208]\]. As toxic auxiliaries are applied, a reliable purification must be implemented. PVP is soluble in water and in some organic solvents and therefore enables phase transfer from organic to aqueous solutions.

PVP is frequently drawn upon for directing the nanoparticle growth of complex structures such as metal-organic framework (MOF) NPs assemblies \[[@r209]\] or Pd bars and rods \[[@r210]\]. LSMO (La~0.7~Sr~0.3~MnO~3~) NPs with sizes ranging from 20--25 nm were synthesized and successfully coated with PVP as a stabilizing

agent. DLS measurements showed that the hydrodynamic diameter was stable in PBS \[[@r211]\] PVP coated particles exhibit a higher colloidal stability than the as-prepared citrate capped silver NPs \[[@r212]\]. Unfortunately, PVP coating does not fully prevent protein adsorption, which has up to now been shown on 2D surfaces only \[[@r213], [@r214]\]. Covaliu *et al.* show a comparable biocompatibility of the PVP coating compared to PEG on cobalt ferrite(CoFe~2~O~4~) particles \[[@r215]\].

To conclude, PVP seems to behave very similarly to PEG with regard to the colloidal stability. As it is not as sufficiently investigated as PEG, it is not surprising that no negative behavior is known up to now. However, one problem might be the non-degradability, which could generate long-term biocompatibility problems. Therefore, the application of degradable systems seems to be more sensible.

2.5. PVA {#sec2.5}
--------

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a water soluble polymer, which is made from polyvinyl acetate through hydrolysis and can easily be degraded by biological organisms. It has been applied in the industrial, commercial, medical, and food sector and to produce various end products, such as resins, lacquers, surgical threads, and food packaging materials \[[@r216]\]. The variety of applications is due to the low toxicity of the polymer, \[[@r217], [@r218]\] and it is approved by the FDA to be GRAS (generally recognized as safe) \[[@r217]\]. The chemical and physical properties of PVA mainly depend on the percentage of hydrolysis (usually 80%-99%). This determines the PVA grade and its molecular weight, which is usually between 20,000 and 400,000 g/mol, depending on the length of the initial vinyl acetate polymer and on whether it occurs under alkaline or acidic conditions \[[@r217]\]. PVA is a biodegradable polymer as hydroxyl groups are present on the carbon atoms \[[@r216]\]. PVA allows control over the shape and size of iron oxide NPs in the synthesis \[[@r219]\]. All the advantages of biodegradability \[[@r220]\] are of no use if the NPs are not colloidally stable in biological buffer. The few publications in this field show an immediate agglomeration of the particles in serum, PBS and DMEM \[[@r221]\]. This suggests that PVA is most likely not an alternative for PEG.

2.6. Polyelectrolyte {#sec2.6}
--------------------

Compared to the polymers mentioned above, polyelectrolytes are charged. This allows a functionalization by loading of charged dyes or drugs into a polyelectrolyte coating. The most popular examples of positively charged synthetic polyelectrolytes, *i.e.* polycations, are polyallylamine, polyvinylpyridin (P4VP), poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl-methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) \[[@r222]\], polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (PolyDADMAC), polyethylenimine (PEI). The most commonly used synthetic polyanions are poly(meth)acrylic acid (P(M)AA) and PSS \[[@r223]\].

The biophysical interactions of polyelectrolyte NPs strongly depend on on their physiochemical properties, especially size and charge. Other properties such as shape \[[@r224]-[@r226]\] and surface topography (roughness) \[[@r227]\] are still under investigation. Polyelectrolyte coatings are very popular, because of their ability to build multilayered structures. The charge of the particles depends on the polyelectrolyte of the outer shell. Several studies show that positively charged NPs should be avoided as they attract negatively charged biological matter such as luminal surfaces, \[[@r228]\] kidney membranes, \[[@r110]\] or epithelial/endothelial cell membrane surfaces \[[@r229], [@r230]\]. Therefore, it is convenient to concentrate on outer polyanionic coatings as the inner cationic layers are not important for colloidal stability and cell uptake.

Polyanionic coatings or layer by layer coatings with an outer polyanionic layer of NPs have been realized for a plethora of particles. Leonov *et al.* show a significant reduction of toxicity of PSS coated Au NRs that goes along with colloidal stability in PBS buffer. Unfortunately, they show that there is free PSS ligand in solution in their DLS measurements \[[@r231]\]. PAA coatings render NPs stable in nearly all pH regimes. Jans *et al.* showed PAA coated Au NPs exhibit colloidal stability in the range of pH 2-14 \[[@r232]\] which, unfortunately, aggregated at a concentration of NaCl of 30mM. They stated that this is due the PAA shrinking caused by dehydration. However, a charge screening seems much more likely. In contrast to the instability induced by 30mM of NaCl found by Jans *et al.*, the groups of Chanteau and Safi show that the colloidal stability for PAA seems to be sufficient in cell culture medium \[[@r233], [@r234]\].

Charged surfaces always bear the problem that they attract matter from the opposite charge in biological systems *e.g.* proteins. Therefore, nearly all polyelectrolyte coatings are combined with PEG when used *in vivo* to suppress protein adsorption. Polyelectrolytes are used *in vivo* as their charge alters with pH, thus they are pH responsive.

In order to shield the polyanionic layer of PSS or carboxylated QDs, an outer layer of iminobiotin-labelled PEG was applied by Poon *et al.* This cell-penetrating surface was revealed at hypoxic tumor pH conditions so that a significant higher uptake in the tumor regions could be observed in comparison to standard PEG particles. The stability of NPs was not investigated in cell media buffer, but was found to be freely circulating in mice for 24 h. \[[@r235]-[@r238]\]. This goes along with the findings of Yang *et al.* who have developed an efficient delivery of Layer-by-Layer modified NPs into human breast cancer cells. The NPs consisted of polysulfonamide/poly(ethylenimine)/pDNA layers, which were shielded with PEG. \[[@r239]\].

As mentioned above, polyelectrolyte coated NPs can be functionalized with targeting ligands. This includes small molecules, \[[@r240]\] peptides \[[@r240]\] and aptamers, \[[@r241], [@r242]\] that do not seem to influence the colloidal stability drastically, whereas a functionalization with antibodies \[[@r243]\] or glycopolymers \[[@r244]\] will generate a completely new interface so that this behavior can be traced back to the functionalization substances.

Besides classical core-shell structure, a combination of polyanions and polycations can also be used to generate interpolyelectrolyte complexes (IPEC) \[[@r245]\]. Stoichiometric polyelectrolyte complexes possess both, cationic and anionic groups in close proximity. These are known as bulk zwitterions or zwittersolids \[[@r246], [@r247]\].

2.7. Zwitterionic Polymers {#sec2.7}
--------------------------

Zwitterionic polymers raise two expectations: First of all, they might be an alternative to PEG as their overall charge is zero. At first, of course, it seems to be paradox to generate no charge by using charges. This can, however, easily be achieved when ensuring a stoichiometric composition of charges by choosing a zwitterionic monomer. Secondly, zwitterionic polymers can serve to tailor the surface charge by copolymerization of classic polyelectrolytes, which then induce a responsivity for pH. This can also be seen as an attempt to mimic proteins. Typically used zwitterionic polymers are: poly(carboxybetaine) (PCB), poly(sulfo-betaine) (PSB), phosphorylcholine-based copolymers and derivatives of classical polyelectrolytes such as PAA or poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-alkene) \[[@r247], [@r248]\].

Zwitterionic polymers have been used to coat several cores through a ligand exchange process: Yang *et al.* prepared Au NPs with zwitterionic polymers. Unfortunately, their particles aggregated during their coating procedure. Once coated, these aggregates stayed stable in human serum \[[@r249]\]. There are lots of publications stating that the single protein adsorption is reduced for zwitterionic polymers, compared to other ligands *e.g.* PEG. \[[@r250]\]. Right now it is being discussed whether these zwitterionic polymers can serve as anti-fouling polymers. This application can be seen as a pre-stage and might eventually lead to an application in nanomedicine \[[@r251], [@r252]\]. Although the material is quite new, *in vivo* tests of zwitterionic polymer-based systems are already available. They show sufficient physicochemical properties, *i.e.* colloidal stability, anti-protein adsorption ability and prolonged circulation half-lives and therefore improved pharmacokinetics and increased drug accumulation in tumors that are comparable to PEG-based systems \[[@r253]-[@r258]\].

It seems as if the use of synthetic polymers was mainly driven by a trial and error process. Thus, it seems more sensible to concentrate in inherent biocompatible materials, *i.e.* biopolymers.

3. NATURAL POLYMERIC COATINGS {#sec3}
=============================

Due to their inherent biocompatibility, biomolecules have been of particular interest as coating material for colloids; especially biomacromolecules or biopolymers. These molecules exhibit very well-defined molecular structures and provide a huge variety of chemical functionalities, physico-chemical properties and biological activities. Motivated by these features, researchers of different scientific communities took advantage of the materials' complexity and manipulated them to direct the formation of intricate nanostructures. Thereby, the physicochemical interactions in these biological macromolecules that give rise to the structural and functional diversity in nature are adopted for creating smart nanodevices, employing nature´s concepts. The main classes of biopolymers are the polynucleotides (DNA and ribonucleic acid (RNA)), polysaccharides/glycanes (dextran, cellulose, chitosan) and polypeptides (proteins, enzymes). In the following, these three biopolymer classes are briefly described and their feasibility for using them as coating material for NPs is summarized.

3.1. Polynucleotides {#sec3.1}
--------------------

The polynucleotides DNA and RNA are used for several purposes in NP coating. They are not as frequently applied to render them biocompatible and colloidally stable in biological fluids as they are used in the transfection into living cells or DNA origami. Herein, DNA is used for template-assisted self-assembly of colloidal particles into 2D and 3D nanostructures, making use of their specific recognition properties, known as the Watson-Crick base-pairing interactions \[[@r259]\]. The highly specific interactions of its four building blocks (adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine) are translated into the characteristic double helical structure and folding. Hereby, the nucleic base adenine pairs exclusively with thymine, and guanine pairs with cytosine *via* intermolecular hydrogen bonds, allowing for highly specific recognition and thermosensitive reversible bonding \[[@r260], [@r261]\].

There are several reports, where DNA has been employed to coat colloidal particles, such as Au NPs or microspheres made of PS, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) or silica. Although indications exist that these DNA coated colloids are stable in the presence of salts (0.1 M NaCl, 50 mM phosphate buffer), \[[@r262], [@r263]\]. DNA is not the first choice for making NPs colloidally stable for biomedical applications. One of the main reasons for this is the cost-expensive and arduous extraction.

3.2. Neutral Polysaccharides: Dextrans {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------

From the variety of polysaccharides (Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**), dextran is the most common coating material for NPs, *e.g.* as MRI contrasting agent like Resovist (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**) \[[@r119]\]. Therefore, it serves here as a representative for neutral polysaccharides. Dextran has the chemical formula of H(C~6~H~10~O~5~)~n~OH. It is a type of α-glucan produced from sucrose by the bacterial extracellular enzyme dextransucrase. Usually, it is synthesized by bacteria like Leuconostoc, Gluconobacter, Streptococcus and Lactobacillus \[[@r265]-[@r273]\]. Dextran is well soluble in water and several other organic solvents, such as methyl sulfoxide, formamide, ethylene glycol and glycerol. It bears no charge, so that it can be compared with PEG in this aspect \[[@r274]\]. For about hundred years it has now been used in medicine as plasma expander \[[@r275]-[@r277]\] and as preservation agent \[[@r278]\]. It adsorbs onto the blood platelets \[[@r279], [@r280]\] and deteriorates the blood coagulation \[[@r281]\]. The great success of dextran can be explained by good biocompatibility, resulting in low toxicity and the ability of good stabilization of NP \[[@r282]\].

Pure dextran particles do not seem to be stable in PBS buffer. \[[@r283]\]. By adding an additional chitosan coating, Qi *et al.* were able to generate stable NPs (130--230 nm diameter) with BSA/chitosan/doxoru-bicin core under physiological conditions \[[@r284]\].

This is why dextran derivates are usually drawn upon. For example, carboxymethyl substituted dextran can help to stabilize liposomes in physiological buffer, which results in a slower clearance from blood circulation than the unmodified form \[[@r285]\]. Beside the colloidal stability, the carboxymethyl groups allow for covalent functionalization by an epidermal growth factor receptor onto the NPs' surface \[[@r286]\].

Unfortunately, lots of *in vivo* tests have been prepared without monitoring the colloidal stability and protein adsorption. It is thus rather difficult to name the impact of the dextran coatings in this case \[[@r287]-[@r292]\].

The findings of Delgado *et al.* show that dextran--protamine--solid lipid NPs are stable in the bloodstream of mice \[[@r293]\]. It remains, however, unclear if dextran alone generates a sufficient stabilization or if this is reached by the adsorption or substitution of proteins \[[@r294]\].

3.3. Positively Charged Polysaccharides: Chitosan {#sec3.3}
-------------------------------------------------

Chitosan is a biocompatible hydrophilic polysaccharide that is found in sea crustaceans and is investigated widely because of its biodegradability, \[[@r295]\] nonimmunogenicity, \[[@r296]\] and nontoxic properties \[[@r297], [@r298]\]. Besides, chitosan is reported to have other biological properties, such as antitumor, \[[@r299]\] antimicrobial, \[[@r300]\] and antioxidant \[[@r301]\] activities. Chitosan is a copolymer of a 2-amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose and 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-glucose units with 𝛽 (1-4) linkages and can be obtained by the deacetylation of chitin. It possesses plenty of available amino and hydroxyl groups, which enable it to coat NPs \[[@r302]\]. Its pI depends on the molecular weight and the degree of acetylation (higher degree of acetylation = lower pI) and lies around 6-7 \[[@r303], [@r304]\]. Consequently, the charge of chitosan can be close to zero in most biological fluids, which may be a reason for aggregation.

Nevertheless, previous studies have demonstrated that a chitosan coating can improve the colloidal stability of NPs, even at the pI of chitosan. This stabilization can neither be explained by the DLVO theory (named after Boris Derjaguin and Lev Landau, Evert Verwey and Theodoor Overbeek) nor by steric repulsions. It seems be due to short-range repulsive interactions, more specifically hydration forces \[[@r303], [@r305]\], which have to be taken into account because of chitosans' hydrophilicity \[[@r306]\].

The physicochemical properties of chitosan strongly depend on its degree of acetylation (DA). For low DA values (\< 20%) chitosan can be understood as a hydrophilic polyelectrolyte. The intramolecular electrostatic repulsions favor the formation of an open, stiff structure. With increasing DA, chitosan becomes more hydrophobic so that hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions are counterbalanced. This leads to a decrease of the intramolecular repulsions and the conformation of the polymer becomes more flexible. If the DA exceeds 50%, hydrophobic interactions dominate, generating attractive intramolecular interactions which then promote the formation of loop-like assemblies \[[@r307]\]. This behavior is also affected by the MW of the polymer \[[@r308]\]. The DA does not only affect the structure of chitosan in solution but also its conformation when it is adsorbed onto a hydrophobic core \[[@r309]\].

It was shown that chitosan coated NPs exhibit remarkable stability in Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) and Endothelial Cell Growth Medium (ECGM), and that those with a DA \>27% are also stable in Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI)-1640 \[[@r303]\]. As a result of the high colloidal stability evoked by the chitosan coating, the bioavailability of NPs increases \[[@r310]-[@r312]\].

Looking at *in vivo* experiments it seems as if chitosan-coated metal oxide NPs could easily cross cell membranes, *e.g.* by chitosan mediated opening of epithelial cells' tight junctions \[[@r313], [@r314]\]. Moreover, the possibility of further functionalization has been used quite often to optimize *in vivo* experiments. For gene therapy applications, nucleic acid was loaded in the chitosan shell, which was then protected against degradation \[[@r315], [@r316]\]. These nucleic acid-loaded chitosan NPs can then permeate cell membranes in order to deliver gene therapeutics. It seems as if this was due to the higher biocompatibility and non-immunogenicity compared to conventional approaches (*e.g.* by liposomes) \[[@r317]\]. Using this concept, different peptides and proteins were encapsulated in chitosan NPs, such as: BSA as a model protein for overcoming enzymatic and absorption barriers \[[@r318]\] or insulin by ionotropic gelation for its delivery. \[[@r319]-[@r323]\]. Moreover, chitosan was variously modified: \[[@r324]\] with DNA to generate vectors; \[[@r325]-[@r327]\] with exendin-4 (LAM1-Ex4) to prolong the hypoglycemic effect in mice; \[[@r328]\] with N-trimethyl-chitosan for brain-targeting of an anti-neuroexcitation peptide; \[[@r329]\] with linoleic acid for gene delivery by SPIONs \[[@r330]\] and by ceramic calcination to adjust hydrophilicity \[[@r331]\]. Chitosan has also been used to conjugate polymers to the surface of the particles \[[@r324], [@r332], [@r333]\]. In most cases PEG is used for conjugation to reduce plasma protein adhesion and phagocytosis by RES \[[@r334]\].

Apart from cationic chitosan, negatively charged polysaccharides may also serve to coat NPs for biomedical applications, *e.g.* alginate or hyaluronic acid.

3.4. Negatively Charged Polysaccharides: Alginate and Hyaluronic Acid {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Alginate, an anionic polysaccharide, is obtained from cell walls of brown algae. It contains 𝛽 (1-4) linked D-mannuronic acid and 𝛼 (1-4) linked L-guluronic acid residues. One problem with alginates is that the industrial processes used for the seaweed extraction could introduce additional endotoxic contaminants like polyphenols, proteins, or lipopolysaccharide, which can induce severe inflammatory reactions \[[@r335]\]. However, alginate purification has led to a reduced - if still existent -- inflammatory reaction \[[@r336]\]. In the presence of divalent cations, alginates form ionotropic gels, which have widely been studied \[[@r324], [@r337], [@r338]\]. Alginates offer the possibility of functionalization by covalent \[[@r339], [@r340]\] or physical attachments, *i.e.* ionic interactions \[[@r341], [@r342]\]. Many different molecules have been attached such as growth factors \[[@r343]\] and cell adhesive ligands \[[@r344], [@r345]\].

Alginate was used as "pure" coating agent \[[@r346]\] and after its functionalization with thiol groups \[[@r344]\]. Au NPs coated with thiolated alginate were tested in PBS and show the same stability and cell viability as PEG NPs. Unfortunately, the colloidal stability in the cells was not measured \[[@r344]\]. With an alginate coating it was possible to enhance the solubility of chitosan NPs. Bagre *et al.* show that alginate coated chitosan core shell NPs can be used for the delivery of enoxaparin, a low molecular weight heparin. The particles seem to be stable in phosphate buffer (10 mg/mL) and exhibit an uptake by intestinal epithelium \[[@r346]\]. In contrast to this, Bar-Shir *et al.* synthesized iron oxide NPs and coated them with alginate, which surprisingly showed that the NPs are not stable at 0.5 M Ca^2+^. By this, however, Bar-Shir *et al.* could show a non-invasive detection of extracellular Ca^2+^ by conventional MRI. It seems to be doubtful, whether this could lead to a clinical study due to unsolvable safety issues \[[@r347]\].

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is comparable to alginate. It is a polysaccharide composed of alternating (1-4)- β-D-glucuronic acid and (1-3)-β-Nacetyl-D-glucosamine \[[@r348]\]. HA is abundant in the body, especially in the skin, the lungs, in the synovial fluid and in blood \[[@r349]\]. The biological role of HA varies with the molecular weight \[[@r350]\]. High molecular weight HA in the extracellular matrix has an antiangiogenic effect \[[@r351]\] whereas the HA fragments can be a stimulator of angiogenesis \[[@r352]\] and of endothelial differentiation \[[@r353]\].

The biological functions and receptors, render HA interesting for nanomedical constructs -- especially for anti-cancer drugs, because the HA receptors CD44 and RHAMM are overexpressed in tumor cells \[[@r354], [@r355]\]. Therefore, HA has already been used successfully for the delivery of anticancer drugs such as paclitaxel \[[@r356], [@r357]\] by increasing the colloidal stability in PBS buffer \[[@r358]\]. The same applies for doxorubicin \[[@r354], [@r359], [@r360]\]. and camptothecin \[[@r361]\]. Here, HA enhances the stability of the NPs in acetate buffer so that no significant changes were observed over the course of five days \[[@r361]\]. Park *et al.* showed that the presence of HA prevented particle aggregation in blood and death related to pulmonary embolism \[[@r324]\].

Due to high amounts of carboxylic groups on the surface of hyaluronic acid, it is also possible to functionalize it. For example, HA was conjugated with polyethyleneimine and used to deliver siRNA *in vitro* \[[@r362]\] and *in vivo* \[[@r363], [@r364]\]. HA can also improve gene transfection by increasing extracellular stability of NPs: HA does not only protect the NPs from protein adsorption but it also helps them to deliver the gene once they are internalized by cells \[[@r365]\].

Alginate and hyaluronic acid are suitable coatings for NPs as they provide sufficient colloidal stability in biological media and have already successfully been tested *in vivo*.

3.5. Polypeptides (Polyaminoacids, Peptides, Proteins) {#sec3.5}
------------------------------------------------------

Polypeptides and proteins are another class of biopolymers, which are highly diverse in their molecular composition and architecture, their structural organization and biochemical and physical functions. Proteins are macromolecules consisting of 21 different monomers, *i.e.* amino acids. They have hydrophilic and hydrophobic residues and are connected to a polypeptide chain. Furthermore, the 21 monomers provide a plethora of chemical functionalities, such as carboxylic, amino, thiol, methionine, hydroxyl, phenyl and various heterocyclic groups. In order to minimize the conformational energy of individual amino acid residues in the chain, to maximize hydrogen bonding of polar groups, and to bury hydrophobic residues away from the aqueous environment, these chains fold and organize into highly ordered 3D architectures. In addition to this, the folded proteins can further self-assemble to protein superstructures and protein complexes or incorporate other molecules such as porphyrins and metal ions giving rise to unique functional and catalytic entities, such as enzymes \[[@r366]\].

Proteins and polypeptide structures have been widely employed to render NPs biocompatible, to allow for targeting and catalytic activity (enzyme immobilization). In the field of nanomedicine and colloid science, proteins have been considered as rather problematic, owed to their unspecific adsorption on almost any kind of surface, leading either to the NPs' stabilization or to their destabilization (aggregation). One widely used approach is to hinder proteins from adsorbing onto NPs' surfaces by conferring stealth properties to the NPs. Here, NPs are coated with a polymer such as PEG. Although, PEG (see section PEG above) has been considered to be a quite promising candidate as a stealth coating for NPs over the past years, many studies have shown that a certain amount of serum proteins is always detected on these coatings. Thus, an overall stealth behavior is not given \[[@r147]\]. These factors have given rise to a search for alternatives to PEG, and other biocompatible polymers, such as zwitterionic polybetaines (see section zwitterionic polymers), polysaccharides (see section polysaccharides) including chitosan, hyaluronic acid and dextran \[[@r157]\].

Since the protein adsorption and protein corona formation onto the NPs seems to be unavoidable, regardless of the coating material and the fine-tuned surface properties, \[[@r147], [@r367]\] the search for alternative approaches becomes all the more essential. One approach is to use the proteins themselves as coating material. Proteins are in the range of small NPs, but under physiological conditions they do not aggregate. They bear both negative and positive charges and other non-ionic hydrophilic groups, including the polyamide/polypeptide backbone. Indeed, by coating proteins directly onto NPs, systems with a defined and highly robust protein corona can be obtained. Such protein-coated NPs exhibit high colloidal stability at physiological conditions of the protein, which is in the range of pH 7.4 with a ionic strength of 150 mM \[[@r88], [@r89], [@r142]-[@r146], [@r368], [@r369]\].

In general, there are three main strategies to coat NPs with proteins, namely 1) covalently, 2) *via* His-tag-binding and 3) non-covalently *via* physisorption. For attaching proteins covalently to NPs, they require chemical functionalities such as carboxylates, amines, alcohols, and thiols that enable protein attachment *via* organic coupling reactions \[[@r370], [@r371]\]. However, due to the colloidal instability issues related to NPs and the protein denaturation problems under reaction conditions that are beyond the ideal conditions for proteins, only few coupling reactions can be employed. The most frequently applied reaction is the amide coupling reaction, where a primary amine group (-NH~2~) reacts with an activated carboxylic acid group (-COOH) in aqueous media. For the activation of the carboxylic acid group, carbodiimide compounds provide the most popular and versatile method. The most commonly used carbodiimides are the water-soluble 1-ethyl-3-(-3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) for aqueous crosslinking and the water-insoluble N\',N\'-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) for non-aqueous organic synthesis methods. N-hydroxy-succinimide (NHS) or its water-soluble analogue (sulfo-NHS) is often included in carbodiimide coupling protocols to improve efficiency or create dry-stable (amine-reactive) intermediates. The amine coupling reaction is highly versatile with regard to proteins and particle types, since proteins bear both amine and carboxylic groups and NPs can easily be decorated with amine or carboxylic functionalities. Besides amine-coupling reactions, sulfhydryl-reactive chemical groups such as maleimides, haloacetyls, and pyridyl disulfides can also be used for attaching proteins covalently to NPs. The proteins are then covalently attached to NPs *via* thioether or disulfide bonds, respectively \[[@r371]\].

The second strategy for decorating particles with proteins or peptides makes use of metal affinity binding entities such as oligohistidine tags (His-tags), which have a high binding affinity toward metal surfaces \[[@r371]\]. Such His-tags are engineered biotechnologically or genetically into the protein sequence. Peptide synthesizers (solid phase) or the above-mentioned coupling reactions (liquid phase) can also be used to add His-tags to peptide sequences. Eventually, those proteins attach onto the NP surface with the His-tag. The NPs that can be employed are usually metal and metal oxide NPs, due to the high affinity of His-tags toward metals. However, the method is expensive and yields a very low amount of labeled proteins, owed to the multiple and arduous protein engineering steps \[[@r372]\].

The third method of decorating NPs with proteins simply comprises the physisorption of proteins onto NPs by using electrostatic and van der Waals forces (Fig. **[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). Since proteins readily adsorb onto all kinds of NPs, a protein coating can easily be achieved. Depending on the surface chemistry of the NPs, the proteins bind either weakly or robustly. In the case of metal NPs, the protein layer strongly adsorbs onto the metal surface, yielding a robust protein coating \[[@r88], [@r142]-[@r145]\]. Chanana *et al.* have reported on coating isotropic and anisotropic metal NPs, in particular spherical Au NPs and Au NRs with various proteins in a ligand exchange process. The original stabilizing agents such as the negatively charged citrate or the positively charged surfactants (CTAB, CTAC) are entirely replaced by the protein coating, which has been shown *via* surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) \[[@r146]\].

For achieving a successful protein coating, *i.e.* a  thin layer thickness (≈ 2 nm) and to avoid particle ag- gregation during the coating process, the environmental  parameters such as pH, temperature and ionic strength  have to be precisely controlled. This is because the sur- face chemistry of the NPs (surface charge) and the  physicochemical parameters of the protein, in particu- lar its pI (pH value, where the protein bears no charge),  are strongly interrelated. Dewald *et al.* have reported  on the interrelationship between the NP identity, pro- tein identity and the environmental parameters to suc- cessfully coat Au NPs with different proteins and en- zymes. Depending on the pI of the proteins, the pro- tein-coated Au NPs exhibit different stability profiles  and surface charges with regard to the environmental

pH. NPs coated with proteins of pI ≈ 4.8 exhibit high colloidal stability under physiological conditions, *i.e.* pH 7.4 and a ionic strength of 150 mM. At pH≈pI, the protein-coated NPs agglomerate reversibly and disagglomerate by moving the pH of the dispersion away from the pI. The resulting protein-coated NPs are highly stable at extreme pH values, at high salt concentrations and in cell culture media containing serum proteins. Furthermore, the Au\@protein NP dispersions can be concentrated to extremely high particle concentrations or even be freeze-dried to stable powders, facilitating their storage, handling and application. \[[@r143], [@r145], [@r146]\].

In the view of biomedical applications, protein-coated NPs are colloidally stable, responsive (pH) and highly biocompatible nanosystems that allow for novel applications in the fields of drug delivery and sensing. The protein coatings are fully degradable, which was shown by an enzymatic drug delivery assay by Chanana *et al. ex vivo* (Fig. **[6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}** and **[B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**) and *in vitro* (Fig. **[6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}** and **[D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). Here, various fluorescent dyes were attached to the protein-coating of the Au NPs as model for drug compounds. The fluorescence of the dyes was quenched due to being in close vicinity to the plasmonic Au NP's surface. In the presence of proteolytic enzymes in a vial or in the lysosomal compartment of a cell (*in vitro*), the quenched dyes were gradually released upon the enzymatic degradation of the protein coating, thus emitting a fluorescence signal. Strikingly, *ex vivo* tests showed that the protein-coated NPs disagglomerated and became colloidally stable at physiological pH, even after proteolytic digestion at acidic pH. These studies show that such protein-coated NPs are colloidally stable in biological fluids and compartments of living cells or organisms as long as the environmental pH correlates with the stability profile of the NPs.

CONCLUSION
==========

For any type of biomedical application of NPs the biocompatibility and the colloidal stability of the NPs have to be ensured throughout all relevant steps, which involve their design, production, storage and application, including NP administration and excretion. Whereas long term biocompatibility still needs to be assessed and quantified for most of the clinically applied NPs, the immediate biocompatibility, which is sufficient for most of the *in vitro* tests, can be ensured by selecting biocompatible constitutes, *i.e.* core and coating material. Among these two, it is the coating material, which not only provides an apparent biocompatibility, but also colloidal stability during the entire course of the application, if designed properly. Hence, the choice of the coating material with defined physicochemical and biochemical properties is extremely important to render NPs applicable in nanomedicine.

The physicochemical and the biochemical properties of the coating material are defined by the molecular structure and their architecture on the NP surface. Whereas the monomeric coatings, such as small charged ligands (*e.g.* citrate) or surfactant molecules (CTAB, oleate) do not stabilize the NPs sufficiently, particularly at high dilutions and in salt and/or protein containing media, polymeric coatings perform better, due to their steric stabilization mechanism. From the plethora of various hydrophilic polymers, non-ionic ones, such as PEG or their analogues, *e.g.* POEGMA, with the capability of building a strong hydration layer render NPs stable in buffer solutions and cell culture media with physiological salt content and even free proteins. The strong hydration layer of these non-ionic polymer coatings (PEG, POEGMA) is believed to be the reason for the good colloidal stability of the NPs at high ionic strengths, as well as for the stealth behavior against unspecific protein adsorption (*i.e.* protein corona formation) and against non-fouling properties. Another class of polymers that features this capability of forming a strong hydration layer are the zwitterionic polymers, which do not exhibit any overall charge, but possess both negatively and positively charged groups in stoichiometric ratios. Indeed, these zwitterionic coatings confer high colloidal stability to NPs in salt and protein containing media and are also believed to feature stealth properties. Nevertheless, the non-biological chemical structure and consequently, the low biodegradability of such synthetic polymers can have negative long-term effects on living beings (cells, organisms).

Therefore, nowadays, instead of searching for smart synthetic polymers, research tends to rather study natural biopolymers and their derivatives, which can be easily degraded in living systems, thus avoiding long-term incompatibilities. Dextran, a polysaccharide, represents the biological equivalent of the non-ionic hydrophilic polymers, exhibiting good NP stabilizing properties in water. However, it usually fails in salt containing buffers such as PBS. Although many *in vivo* tests have been performed with dextran-coated NPs, the colloidal stability issues were not necessarily taken in account, making the results of many studies questionable \[[@r283], [@r287], [@r288], [@r290]\]. For achieving a better colloidal stability in salt containing buffers and biological media, but also for maintaining it over long periods, charged polysaccharides such as chitosan, hyaluronic acid, alginate or charged derivatives of dextran have been successfully employed \[[@r264], [@r323], [@r347], [@r373]-[@r375]\].

Proteins are other biopolymers that gain significance in the colloid chemistry and nanomedicine. Their composition of 21 amino acids provides a plethora of chemical functionalities which can be used to coat NPs of different surface chemistries. Furthermore, hydrophobic and hydrophilic (ionic and non-ionic) residues in the same polymer chain lead to an intrinsic stability in physiological media at an ionic strength of at least 150 mM and in complex protein cocktails such as

blood, cytoplasma *etc.* Thus, protein-coated NPs exhibit high colloidal stability in biological environments, in the presence of salt and of other proteins. The stability profile of the protein-coated NPs goes along with that of the protein. As the proteins are highly sensitive to the environmental pH, the protein-coated NPs also exhibit pH-dependent colloidal stability. NPs coated with proteins are highly stable under physiological conditions in various biological media. Thus, proteins represent a rather newly discovered class of coating material for NPs, which will surely attract more attention in the coming years, particularly in the field of personalized medicine.

However, the properties and behavior of NPs in a cell free biological fluid may change completely when they are introduced into living cells. Moreover, most of the results of *in vitro* studies are not transferable to *in vivo* systems. The main reason for this is the intrinsic complexity of biological systems through all levels of hierarchy -- from biomolecular level over subcellular, cellular and tissue level up to the level of a full organism. For example, when NPs meet proteins, they tend to immediately adsorb onto the NP's surface. Even if protein-repellent coatings, the so-called stealth coatings, such as PEG, are used, the unspecific protein adsorption and the formation of a protein corona are unavoidable. While some proteins, *e.g.* albumins, are repelled to the greatest extent, other proteins can still adsorb. Recent studies have shown that proteins such as clusterin are actually responsible for the final stealth behavior of the NPs \[[@r147]\]. Thus, it is obvious that predictions of the NPs' behavior in biological systems have to be corrected. Further research is required in order to better understand the fundamental problems of the NPs' physicochemical properties in biological systems. Only then one can advance significantly in the field of nanomedicine.
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ATRP

:   Atom-transfer radical polymerization

BDAC

:   Benzyl dimethyl ammonium chloride

BODIPY

:   4,4-Difluoro-5,7-dimethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene-3-pro-pionic acid

BSA

:   Bovine serum albumin

CLSM

:   Confocal laser scanning microscope

CTAB

:   Cetrimonium bromide

DA

:   Degree of acetylation

DCC

:   N\',N\'-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide

DLS

:   Dynamic light scattering

DLVO

:   Named after Boris Derjaguin and Lev Landau, Evert Verwey and Theodoor Overbeek

DNA

:   Deoxyribonucleic acid

DMEM

:   Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium

DQ

:   BODIPY

ECGM

:   Endothelial cell growth medium

EDC

:   1-Ethyl-3-(-3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride

EMEM

:   Eagle\'s minimum essential medium

FBS

:   Fetal bovine serum

FDA

:   U.S Food and Drug administration

GRAS

:   Generally recognized as safe

HA

:   Hyaluronic acid

HBSS

:   Hank\'s Balanced Salt Solution

HSA

:   Human serum albumin

IPEC

:   Interpolyelectrolyte complexes

KSFM

:   Keratinocyte serum-free medium

LCST

:   Lower critical solution temperature

LSPR

:   Localized surface plasmon resonance

MEM

:   Minimum Essential Media

MEO~2~MA

:   Poly(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl methacrylate)

MOF

:   Metal-organic framework

MRI

:   Magnetic resonance imaging

MW

:   Molecular weight

NHS

:   N-hydroxysuccinimide

NIR

:   Near-infrared

NMP

:   Nitroxide-mediated living radical polymerization

NRs

:   Nanorods

NPs

:   Nanoparticles

Ova

:   Ovalbumin

P4VP

:   Poly(4-vinylpyridin)

P(M)AA

:   Poly(meth)acrylic acid

PAH

:   Poly(allylamine hydrochloride)

PBS

:   phosphate buffered saline

PCB

:   poly(carboxybetaine

PDMAEMA

:   poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl-methacrylate)

PEG

:   polyethylene glycol

PEGMEMA

:   Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate

PEI

:   Polyethylenimine

PEO

:   Polyethylene oxide

pI

:   Isoelectric point

PLGA

:   Poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)

PMMA

:   Poly(methyl methacrylate)

PNIPAM

:   Poly(N--isopropylacrylamide)

POEG(M)A

:   Poly(oligo ethylene glycol (meth)acrylate)

PolyDADMAC

:   Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)

PPGMA

:   Poly(propylene glycol)methacrylate)

PSB

:   Poly(sulfobetaine)

PSS

:   Polystyrenesulfonate

PVA

:   Polyvinyl alcohol

PVP

:   Polyvinylpyrrolidone

QDs

:   Quantum dots

RAFT

:   Reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization

RES

:   Reticuloendothelial system

RNA

:   Ribonucleic acid

ROMP

:   Ring-opening metathesis polymerization

RPMI

:   Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium

SAMs

:   Self-assemble into monolayers

SERS

:   Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy

SPIONs

:   Superparamagnetic ironoxide NPs

TEM

:   Transmission electron microscopy

UV/VIS

:   Ultraviolet--visible spectroscopy
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![Schematic illustration of a typical approach for the synthesis of NPs and their surface modification prior to their biomedical applications. For the biomedical applications, the NP dispersions with their original coatings (small ligands, surfactants, polymers) are suspended either into biological media (*e.g.* buffers, cell culture media) or directly into the biofluids of the organism (*e.g.* blood), where the NPs eventually meet proteins. Depending on the surface chemistry and the coating material, the NP-protein interactions can differ and thus lead to different final properties of the NPs.](CMC-25-4553_F1){#F1}

![Ultraviolet--visible spectroscopy (UV/VIS) spectra of redispersed PEG--Au colloid in different dispersion media: **(a)** Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) containing 10% serum; **(b)** BSA; **(c)** HBSS and **(d)** NaCl (3 M). Reprinted with permission from ref. \[[@r140]\].](CMC-25-4553_F2){#F2}

![**A)** Quantification of human plasma proteins adsorbed at the NPs' surface. The NPs consist of a polystyrene (PS) core and different shells (PEG or poly(ethyl ethylene phosphate)(PEEP)). **B)**, Heat map of the most abundant proteins in the protein corona of PS-NH~2~, PS-PEG~44~, PS-PEG~110~, PS-PEEP~49~ and PS-PEEP~92~ determined by proteomic mass spectrometry. The indices represent the polymerization degree. C), Laser scanning microscopy images of RAW264.7 cells incubated with PS-NH~2~, PS-PEEP~49~, PS-PEEP~92~, PS-PEG~44~ and PS-PEG~110~ for 1 h in 100% human plasma(+Plasma) or DMEM without plasma(-Plasma). Figure reprinted with the permission of Nature Publishing Group \[[@r147]\].](CMC-25-4553_F3){#F3}

![Thermoresponsive NPs in biomedical studies. A) Schematic illustration of the phase transition of a thermoresponsive NP system. The size and surface properties of the NPs' change below and above the transition temperature. B) Colloidal stability of Fe~3~O~4~\@P(MEO~2~MA~100~-OEGMA~10~) NPs (POEGMA) at T below, equal to and above the LCST of the polymer coating. C) The transition temperature of the P(MEOMA-OEGMA)-coatings can be tuned by the molar ratio of the two monomers. The cellular uptake of such thermoresponsive NPs depends on the LCST of the polymer and the environmental temperature. As illustrated in D) Scheme of PLGA-b-(PEGMEMA-co-PPGMA) NP at temperatures below and above the LCST. Above the LCST the particles are more hydrophobic and therefore the uptake of cells is higher E)This was proven by confocal micrographs of MCF-7 cells treated with R6G-loaded NPs at 37 °C and 40 °C, showing enhanced signal at 40°C. F) The NPs retain their thermoresponsive behavior inside the cells and agglomerate and disagglomerate reversibly inside the cells, as shown by rhodamine labelled Fe~3~O~4~\@P(MEO~2~MA~90~-OEGMA~10~) NPs. Reprinted with permission form ref. \[[@r68], [@r179], [@r180]\].](CMC-25-4553_F4){#F4}

![Synthesis and physicochemical properties of protein-coated Au NPs and Au NRs. A) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of protein-coated NPs in a ligand exchange process. B) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of 15 nm spherical Au NPs coated with the 2 nm protein coating (insulin). C) The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) band indicates no aggregation during the coating process, revealing a successful coating. D) By taking the environmental parameters into account, various types of proteins and enzymes can be coated onto Au NPs. The photograph shows dispersions of Au NPs coated with proteins of different pI (increasing from left to right). TEM images (E) and LSPR band of Au NRs of different aspect ratios. Similar to the Au NPs, protein-coated Au NRs are also highly stable in various buffers and cell culture media (G) and in serum containing media (H). They can be freeze dried and are stable at high particle concentrations (H). Reprinted with permission from ref. \[[@r88], [@r142], [@r146]\].](CMC-25-4553_F5){#F5}

![**A)** Stability of Au\@protein NPs (Au\@Ovalbumin- 4,4-difluoro-5,7-dimethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene-3-pro-pionic acid (Au\@Ova-Bodipy, Au\@Ova-DQ) under lysosomal conditions, *i.e.* under acidic conditions (pH 4.7) in the presence of proteases. The NPs aggregate because of their pH-sensitive character. After incubation for 18 h at 37°C (central photograph), the pH of the dispersions was raised to the physiological pH of 7.4 (right photograph). **B)** UV/VIS spectra of the protease-containing mixtures in (A). **C)** Time-dependent fluorescence release of Au\@Ova-DQ in 3T3 fibroblasts upon enzymatic digestion of the fluorescently labelled protein coating. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images of 3T3 fibroblasts incubated with the Au\@Ova-DQ NPs. The images were recorded at the same position at different times, as indicated. The images are an overlay of the fluorescence (green) and transmission channel. Scale bars: 20 m. **D**) Schematic illustration of the behavior of protein-coated NPs inside cells and cellular compartments and the prediction of their colloidal stability in the various biological environments. Reprinted with permission from Ref. \[[@r143]\]. *(The color version of the figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).*](CMC-25-4553_F6){#F6}

###### Nanoparticles in applications.

  **Product**                             **Core**                                                                    **Coating**                                          **Size**      **Application**                                                        **Year approved/ Status**   **Refs.**
  --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------------
  **PEG based coatings**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Adagen^®^                               Adenosine deaminase                                                         PEG                                                  n.a.          Severe combined immunodeficiency                                       1990                        \[[@r96], [@r97]\]
  Neulasta^®^/Filgrastim                  G-CSF                                                                       PEG                                                  n.a.          Febrile neutropenia, cancer chemotherapy associated with neutropenia   2002                        \[[@r98]\]
  Oncaspar^®^                             l-asparaginase                                                              PEG                                                  n.a.          Leukemia acute lymphoblastic leukemia                                  1994                        \[[@r99]\]
  Cimzia^®^                               Certolizumab anti-TNFα Fab′                                                 PEG                                                  n.a.          Crohn\'s disease rheumatoid arthritis                                  2008                        \[[@r100]\]
  Peg-intron^®^                           Interferon alpha 2b                                                         PEG                                                  n.a.          Hepatitis C                                                            2001                        \[[@r101]\]
  Pegasys^®^                              Interferon alpha 2a                                                         PEG                                                  n.a.          Hepatitis C & B, HIV                                                   2002                        \[[@r102]\]
  Mircera^®^                              Epoetin^®^                                                                  PEG                                                  n.a.          Anemia associated with chronic kidney disease                          2007                        \[[@r103]\]
  Krystexxa^®^                            Pegloticase                                                                 PEG                                                  n.a.          Refractory chronic gout                                                2010                        \[[@r104]\]
  Omontys^®^                              Peginesatide                                                                PEG                                                  n.a.          Anemia associated with chronic kidney disease                          2012                        \[[@r105]\]
  Uricase-PEG 20                          Uricase                                                                     PEG                                                  n.a.          Hyperuricemia associated with tumor lysis syndrome                     2009                        \[[@r106]\]
  Macugen^®^                              Anti-VEGF aptamer                                                           PEG                                                  n.a.          Age-related macular degeneration                                       2004                        \[[@r107]\]
  Somavert^®^/ Pegvisomant                Growth hormonereceptor antagonist                                           PEG                                                  n.a.          Acromegaly                                                             2003                        \[[@r108]\]
  BIND-014                                PLGA-Docetaxel                                                              PEG+targeting ligand                                 100 nm        Solid tumors                                                           Phase II                    \[[@r109]\]
  CALAA-01                                Cyclodextrin containing polymer                                             PEG+targeting ligand                                 50-70 nm      Solid tumors                                                           Phase I                     \[[@r110]-[@r112]\]
  Erbitux^®^/EDVsPAC                      Bacterially derived mini-cell + Paclitaxel bound to polyglutamate polymer   PEG+bispecific monoclonal antibody                   400 nm        Solid tumors                                                           Phase II                    \[[@r113]\]
  Estrasorb^®^                            Estradiol in soybean oil                                                    PEG                                                  20-200 nm     Estrogen receptor                                                      2003                        \[[@r114]\]
  CYT-6091: Cyt-immune                    Gold                                                                        Human tumor necrosis factor alpha + PEG-SH           75 nm         Advanced solid tumors                                                  Phase I                     \[[@r115]\]
  **Protein or peptide based coatings**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Abraxane^®^                             Paclitaxel                                                                  Albumin (immobilized)                                70-130 nm     Breast cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, pancreatic cancer           2005                        \[[@r116], [@r117]\]
  SEL-068                                 PLGA                                                                        Nicotine antigen T-helper cell peptide TLR agonist   150--250 nm   Smoking cessation vaccine                                              Phase I                     \[[@r118]\]
  **Sugar based coatings**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Resovist^®^                             Iron oxide                                                                  Carboxydextrane                                      60 nm         Imaging (MRI)                                                          2001                        \[[@r119]\]
  **Product**                             **Core**                                                                    **Coating**                                          **Size**      **Application**                                                        **Year approved/ Status**   **Refs.**
  Venofer^®^                              Iron oxide                                                                  Sucrose                                              7 -23 nm      Anemia                                                                 2000                        \[[@r120]\]
  Cosmofer^®^                             Iron oxide                                                                  Dextran                                              10-15 nm      Anemia                                                                 2008                        \[[@r121]\]
  Ferrlecit^®^                            Iron oxide                                                                  Sodium gluconate                                     3-12 nm       Anemia                                                                 1999                        \[[@r120]\]
  Feridex^®^                              Iron oxide                                                                  Dextran, mannitol, citrate                           120-180 nm    Imaging (MRI)                                                          1996                        \[[@r119]\]
  **Other**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Rexin-G^®^                              Cytocidal dominant negative cyclin-G1 DNA construct                         Pathotropic NP                                       100 nm        Sarcoma, osteosarcoma pancreatic cancer                                Phase IIa                   \[[@r118]\]
  Gastromark^®^/Lumirem^®^                Iron oxide                                                                  \[N-(2-aminoethyl)-3-aminopropyl\] siloxane          300 nm        Imaging                                                                1996                        \[[@r122]\]

###### Properties of several polysaccharides commonly used for coating or encapsulation of NPs. Reprinted with permission from Ref. \[[@r264]\].

  **Polysaccharide**   **Natural Source**                                                                    **Charge**   **Functional Groups**
  -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ -----------------------
  Alginate             Distributed widely in the cell walls of brown algae                                   Negative     OH,COOH
  Chitosan             From the exoskeletons of shrimp and other crustaceans treated with sodium hydroxide   Positive     OH, NH~2~
  Dextran              First discovered by Louis Pasteur as a microbial product in wine                      Neutral      OH
  Hyaluronic acid      Distributed widely throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues              Negative     OH, COOH
  Heparin              Extracted from animal tissues                                                         Negative     OH, OSO~3~H
  Mannan               Plant polysaccharide                                                                  Neutral      OH
  Pullulan             Produced from starch by the fungus Aureobasidium pullulans                            Neutral      OH
  Starch               Produced by most green plants to store energy                                         Neutral      OH
